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90%
of new cars are estimated to be connected to the internet by 2020 - this currently 
stands at 10%.

13%
of those purchasing a new car will discount a vehicle without internet connectivity.

54%
of new car buyers agree that they are afraid that people can hack into their car and 
manipulate it whilst connected to the internet.

1Bn+
cars are currently on our roads. A totally safe driving environment, where 
autonomous vehicles communicate with one another, is not achievable until 
all non-connected vehicles are retired, which could realistically take a couple
of decades.

The automotive 
industry is undergoing 
radical technological 
developments; as an 
OEM, have you adapted 
your processes in order 
to effectively respond & 
become compliant?

“While car manufacturers are currently focusing mainly on 
infotainment-related connectivity, in the coming years we will see 
many more developments in the fi eld of car-to-car communication and 
remote diagnostics. But this also means that we will be more and more 
vulnerable to malicious attacks.”  LEADING VEHICLE MANUFACTURER

“

Sources: McKinsey&Company & Machina Research
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THE GROWTH OF AUTOMOTIVE CONNECTIVITY 

Automotive connectivity has come a long way since its humble beginnings of 
simple interconnects between control modules to multi-node high-speed interfaces 
such as CANBUS, FlexRay and even common Ethernet. On the horizon we see 
completely autonomous vehicles and increased IoT services. The main driving 
force behind this rapid development is the addition of numerous interconnected 
telematics and internet connected services, such as Spotify, accessing the content 
via WiFi, 4G, and soon 5G cellular networks.  Not even the once mystical OBD-
II (On Board Diagnostics 2) interface is safe, with Bluetooth and Wi-Fi dongles 
allowing the general public to identify faults on their vehicle, reset error codes and 
even log operational parameters such as engine RPM and speed.  In addition, 
back-end systems within the OEMs organisations, such as Tesla, can remotely 
communicate with vehicles pushing out fi rmware updates as and when required.

In this highly interconnected environment, systems now require input from a large 
array of sensors and other control inputs. For example, the modern Anti-Lock 
Braking System (ABS), not only aids traction, but it also takes input from other 
modules such as the Electronic Stability Programme (ESP), allowing it to apply 
and release brakes when needed on an individual wheel basis.  For example, the 
on-board computer recognises if the vehicle is being steered sharply yet continues 
heading in a straight line and is able to intervene to correct the problem.

What are the implications of increased connectivity
on automotive OEMs? 

. . . . . .

How has vehicle connectivity developed?

. . . . . .

- Highly integrated - networks are no longer restricted to in-vehicle only, many now    
  off er connectivity to online services and WiFi services
- New vulnerabilities - safety, data privacy, brand value, warranty / repair costs and  
  their legal consequences
- More comprehensive product and service development - end-to-end     
  considerations are required at design, build and operation stages
- Organisational adaptability - structures, processes, supplier and partner     
  relationships need to cope with higher complexities, threats, competition and  
  customer expectation
- Compliance - need to meet or exceed legal and regulatory requirements      
  regarding data protection, product safety and security

Future-connected mobility

Connectivity-to-X acts as a key enabler to the looming rise in urbanisation, logistics 
and mobility.

In coming years shared mobility services will be an accepted alternative to owning 
cars or using public transport. This will become even more prevalent when 
cars drive autonomously. Intercity logistics and public transportation, based on 
connected buses and trucks, will reduce costs, increase revenues and off er better 
services, but also lead to heightened risk.

. . . . . .

. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 
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Types of vehicle data gathered

. . . . . .

THE CONNECTED VEHICLE
High-level architecture of the connected vehicle

. . . . . .

Third party monitoring device
VIN number / RFID vehicle tag
Tyre pressure sensors
Incident recorder
License plate reader 
Telematics control unit 
Infotainment system                  
CAN-bus
Key fob
USB plug-in
WiFi network
Touch sensors
SIM card
GPS unit
DSRC radio
OBD-II plugin/port
Electronic toll system
Vehicle services link
Cabin monitoring system
Autonomous vehicle imaging

Vehicle & safety Driver characteristics Location Account details

The concept of the connected vehicle responds to consumers’ expectations by 
making the vehicle into “just another node on the network”– an extension of their 
home, offi  ce or club that streamlines their lives. However, the connectivity that 
makes it all possible also introduces new and disturbing security risks...

Content provider

Service provider

Insurance

Service

CRM Logistics Offi  ce

Other areas / future 
developments

Driver

Internet / intranet

Public Safety
Answering Point

Public safety answering point

Car-2-infrastructureApps4 Automotive

Car-2-car FM (TMC)

MNO Internal IT

Prop.interfaces http / https

Web-portal Mobile apps
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OEMs responsibility to security risks

So how have things changed? Originally connectivity in vehicles was limited, with 
no real connection to the outside world other than external diagnostics equipment 
connected to the OBD-II port. This limited the attack surface of a vehicle to physical 
attacks and, as such, there were very limited security measures implemented.

Technological advancements now allow vehicles to be integrated into much 
wider networks via a multitude of options, for example WiFi and 4/5G cellular 
networks, Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I). All of these 
communciations channels introduce a much larger attack surface, with security 
seemingly taking a back seat during the development process. It should be 
considered a core component of any design process at an OEM level. Simply 
relying on security through obscurity is no longer an option.  Robust test methods 
and implementations are now an industry wide requirement to ensure the overall 
security posture of vehicles and ensure their interconnected nodes and individual 
subsystems are resilient to attack.

This increasingly interconnected world continues to introduce security weaknesses. 
A well-known attack by Charlie Miller and Chris Valasek highlights the security 
vulnerabilities of a Jeep Cherokee vehicle resulting in unauthorised access to core 
functions including the ABS braking system, via the unrelated infotainment system’s 
cellular network. The attack highlighted that OEMs need to collaborate to ensure a 
seemingly benign system (such as Infotainment) is not the weak link in the system.

. . . . . .

ATTACKS - THREAT ACTORS & MOTIVATIONSUNDERSTANDING THE SECURITY RISKS

NATION STATES
National security, surveillance, political gain, or manipulation

ORGANISED CRIME
Financial gain and political infl uence

POLITICAL ACTIVISTS
Political aims and sometimes damage to a brand name

TERRORISTS
Political aims, manipulation or assassinations

ORDINARY THIEVES
Profi t

EXPLORATORY HACKERS
Prestige, research funds, and government contracts

HOBBYISTS
Experimentation, fun and expanding knowledge / reputation

What assets are at risk?

. . . . . .

Anything worth damaging or stealing could be considered an asset; this could be 
something as simple as a vehicle all the way up to its contents, this is especially the 
case with freight vehicles. In fact, the asset does not have to be a tangible item.

Some examples of tangible assets include the safety of people, safety regulations 
and compliance, whilst intangible assets could be confi dential data, personal 
information as well as extending to the brand’s reputation.

Many attacks would primarily aff ect an OEMs’ customers, however an OEM’s brand 
reputation would also be aff ected and you might be exposed to litigation.
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The connected vehicle ecosystem

In this new connected world, the attack surface extends across the entire 
ecosystem.

As more connected services are off ered and taken up, information will be 
increasingly exposed as it travels to and from, and is used in, the vehicle. 
Autonomous driving will increase the attack surface even further because of 
increasing connectivity with infrastructure, other vehicles, and back-end services.
Telematics units are attractive entry points for cyberattackers because they 
communicate both with the outside environment and connect with parts of the 
car’s internal network. Attackers can therefore combine knowledge about diff erent 
entry points to win the jackpot, potentially causing severe damage.

. . . . . .

. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 

The nature of the automotive industry means that a vulnerability in one link of the 
connected ecosystem can impact many others.

RISK ANALYSIS & PENETRATION TESTING
 ON THE VEHICLE ECOSYSTEM

OBJECTIVE
On behalf of a European car manufacturer, we performed penetration tests on OTA 
(Over the Air) virtual keys applications form third party software suppliers and an 
Iterative Risk Analysis (with and without security countermeasures) to orient testing 
to give our client a clear understanding of the strength of the security of its product 
before investing further in its production.

APPROACH & OUTCOME
The vehicle was shipped to our lab and vulnerabilities were anticipated via reverse 
engineering prior to a risk analysis. Pentesting then allowed the vulnerabilities to be 
demonstrated. The results were shared with the client alongside a remediation plan.  

Case study

. . . . . .

Typical vulnerability scanning & protocol fuzz tools

. . . . . .

The diagram below highlights the key tools used during testing:

EMBEDDED (ALL ECU)
- Fault Tolerant test automation/check across 
Bootloader,  OS and I/O Drivers
- Tools that check compliance for secure 
confi g of OS
- Debug Port testing with JTAG debugger etc

STATIC ANALYSIS (ALL)
- Scan results of Coverity/KlockWorks, 
AppScan/SonarQube etc 

BT/RF INTERFACE (IVI)  
- Analysis of BT/RF I/F test results 
with tools like BT analyser, BladeRF etc

CAN/LIN NETWORK (ALL ECU)
- Fuzz CAN /LIN/Ethernet  protocol using 
Select tools like Scapy, Intrepid, CANOe etc
- Fuzz on Vehicle DTC/error codes over 
diagnostics

MEDIA PROTOCOL (IVI)
- Dynamic analysis using select tools that 
would fuzz multimedia protocols
- USB Interface testing with select tools 
(FaceDancer21, USB Kill etc)

HTTP INTERFACES (IVI)
- Select tools that tests OWASP top 10 
vulnerabilities and fuzz test REST APIs
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Adopt a new security strategy

TAKING RESPONSIBLITY
OEMs have historically expected suppliers to take care of the safety and 
security of their products. Many suppliers lack the resources and expertise 
to eff ectively secure products. The truth is that only the OEM is in a position 
to address the overall security of the vehicle and ecosystem – for example, 
it would be possible for them to introduce a hardware security module to 
authenticate the driver with all the systems inside the vehicle (not something 
an individual supplier can do). OEMs need to start considering connected 
vehicles as part of a larger system that includes vehicles, networks, telco 
infrastructure, OEM IT, and all kinds of services from third party providers, and 
to take overall responsibility for the security of the entire ecosystem. 

THINKING BIGGER
Traditional back-end systems originally had reasonable levels of security built 
into them – but those back-end systems are now part of an ecosystem, for 
example on-board systems are now more susceptible from the use of wireless 
dongles, which may not even include authentication mechanisms. It’s the 
security of the whole ecosystem that matters. In addition, OEMs need to start 
viewing security in terms of the vehicle’s entire life and not just the initial sale. 
The vehicle and all the supporting back-end services must continue to operate 
safely and securely until the last vehicle in a particular range is taken out of 
use – or, if not, services must be capable of being decommissioned in a secure 
way, without leaving any security holes.

REFRESH YOUR APPROACH
OEMs may be relying on outdated approaches like “security by obscurity”. 
Hiding a software specifi cation or a shared key is no guarantee of security; 
tools and knowledge of how to locate and extract keys, or hack software, are 
now readily available.

MONITOR & UPDATE 
Development is often thought of as a one-time eff ort, but by its nature 
software contains fl aws that are detected late, possibly after the software 
has been deployed in vehicles.  This is a serious concern with today’s remote 
access capability.

. . . . . .

FUTURE-PROOFING
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Start your cybersecurity 
journey now to meet the 
consumers’ connectivity 
expectations, secure 
their trust and 
ultimately gain the 
competitive advantage.
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Our consultants will work with you to develop a robust security strategy, ensuring 
that data is safeguarded. Particular areas of concern might include:
• Automotive Security Assessment
• Vulnerability Assessment
• Privacy Impact Assessment

We can strengthen your defences, optimise your investments and 
control your risks.

Consultancy services

If you’re considering developing your in-house talent to handle your security 
competence, IRM off er training in practioner & senior level penetration testing, 
leadership training as well as bespoke courses with our technical experts and 
consultants. Our experienced training team combines theory and practical 
components, focusing on delivering fun sessions whilst arming attendees with 
real-world skills. 

. . . . . .
Technical & leadership training

. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 

IRM, part of the Altran Group, works to defend organisations against cyber 
threats.

Founded in 1998, IRM provides visibility and control across entire cyber 
landscapes by combining more than two decades of consultancy with advanced 
technology. By covering all aspects of cybersecurity governance to automated 
threat intelligence, IRM supports organisations at every step of their cyber 
maturity journey.

Enabling organisations to comply with ever-evolving standards, legislation and 
regulation is a key objective for IRM; as cybersecurity experts we collaborate with 
manufacturers, suppliers and government regulators ensuring we’re abreast with 
the latest research and development. We assist organisations in adopting good 
practice from software development (including mobile and IoT) and applying it to 
the broader requirements of the automotive industry. 

. . . . . .
Part of the Altran Group

ABOUT INFORMATION RISK MANAGEMENT (IRM) 

. . . . . .
IRM’s Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC) platform

We appreciate the challenges and complexities facing OEMs in this age of 
growing connectivity, that’s why we recommend SYNERGi, a scalable, cloud-based 
GRC solution featuring 6 dedicated modules –
• Governance Management
• Risk Management 
• Compliance Management
• Vendor Risk Management
• Audit Management
• IT Security Management

SYNERGi has a user-friendly interface bringing everything together into one 
place, therefore streamlining processes and improving effi  ciencies.

. . . . . .

“
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SECURE CYBER
UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY.

Think cyber.
Think security.
Think data.

For more information on tackling  your 
OEM’s cybersecurity journey please con-
tact hello@irmsecurity.com
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